Setting up events on Dotcloud
Go to http://canoesa.com
Login to the Union or Club Administrators Portal.
Select Events from the main menu top left.
Select the Event in question – It will have been set up by CSA with basic information and the date will be fixed.
Select EDIT tab from the top right.
Work your way through the Event details correcting or adding as necessary.
Once this is to your satisfaction select the SAVE tab top right – you have now set the EVENT.
Move down to the bottom of the Event information to the RACES block.
You may now add the actual RACES to the EVENT. This is usually just one but may be as many as you like. Eg. A series
of ski races – like Wall and Back, separate K1 and K2 races – like Dash and Crash.
Select ADD bottom right.
Work your way through the Race details.
Under the RACE ENTRY FEES be careful to select all and only the classes and age groups of paddlers permitted for
your race.
Make sure that the REQUIREMENTS block is correctly set in terms of the proficiency required for your race – failure
here will render your CSA Indemnity Cover null and void.
Once you are satisfied select ADD.
The Event and is Races will now be available for entry by paddlers. You may adjust these details as necessary, but
entries received prior to the adjustments will be unaffected.
You can view current entries at any time by selecting VIEW ENTRIES on the Event page. These are searchable and can
be exported to a CSV file.

Preparing for race timing.
Once the closing date and time is up go back to the Event in question and select the RACE you are intending to time.
You will then see 4 tabs on the top right. Select the TIMING EXPORT tab and save the resulting download file
somewhere safe, it will be called “CSADownload…(date and time)”
This file will contain all the entries as well as the latest CSA database including all Proficiency and Index updates for
batching etc.

Race Timing
1. Importing the Race Data
Open your CSA Timekeeping app on the laptop you will be using at the actual race.
From the icon menu select the IMPORT tab.

Browse for the CSADownload file you took from the website then hit the import tab.

This will then be downloaded into the timekeeping app, setting up the race and updating the database. It takes a
minute or two depending on the speed of your processor.
Once this is complete, close the Importform.
2. Setting up the Race on the Timekeeping app
Select the Race tab, and then the race in question from the dropdown – the columns are all sortable to get the most
recent if you have lots of races on the list.

The race details will then appear as shown below.
Please complete the form by adding the Distance, Event Class(proficiency level) and contact person details.

At the same time set the Leg plan for the race in the bottom block. Up to 4 legs may be set.
To do this select ADD and fill out the form according to your needs for each leg then select OK.

Finally select the OK tab on the Editing/Adding an Event form.

This will complete the setting up of the race.
3. Adding and editing entries.
Select the Race Icon from the main menu bar.

Select the race in question from the dropdown list, all the current entries will now show in a list.

To add further entries, use the ADD ENTRIES Tab at the bottom.

Insert the paddler number or use the SELECT tabs to search alphabetically.

The Special Class blocks and Comments block can be used for noting extra information like SUP, Partent/Child or any
other special classes. If the race has already been batched you can select the batch for a new entry directly in the
Batch Number block.

To make a change to an existing entry, highlight the entry and select, EDIT ENTRY.
You may then make changes to the entry details. Remember that the details like reference no, Amount paid wll not
change so keep track of changes in the comments column.
You can add paddlers to the entry, replace paddlers, remove paddlers etc.
If combining two K1 entries into a K2, you will first need to DELETE one of the entries and then add that paddler to
the other K1 entry.
Once the entry list is complete it may be downloaded as a Excel file using the EXPORT TO EXCEL tab.

Setting the batches.
Probably one of the most complex bits of the App.
Note that with a race where the majority of the entries are done online and downloaded the night before the race,
you will need to do the batching immediately and print out the batch lists for the organisers to use for the checkins
in the morning while you are processing the late entries. These entries must be allocated to batches as they are
processed and a paper slip created for them to take to the batch checking official to add them manually to the batch
list. Innthis case always leave a few places in each batch for late entries.
When there are a large number of bank entries, only produce a checklist of pre-entries the night before with no
batches. In the morning, set a cut-off for these at 30min before the start of the first batch, and set and print the
batches at that time.
Once the entry list is complete, set the batches for the race in order to synchronise the start times with the clock.
Go to the PEOPLE icon.

Then select the RACE in question from the Dropdown and the Leg you are dealing with.

This will throw up the entry list in the right-hand table.

Now select AUTO BATCH ad fill out the BATCHCRITERIAFORM.
Batch Size – how many boats per batch. If you want just one batch simply make the batch size bigger than the no of
boats entered.
Sort By – Usually by INDEX from the Dropdown or BOAT NUMBER if just one batch.
Batch Start Time – Exactly that. Take care here!! If you set a Time of Day here, say 09h00 then you will need to use
Time of Day in the actual timing screen – 09h00 plus whatever the stopwatch says when you start the clock so if it
says 1hr29sec you would start the timing clock at 19h29. If you use 00:00 as the start time then you will need to use
stop watch elapsed time in the timing screen 1h29.
Batch Interval – the time between the batches – say 5min.
Other Tabs can select to split Craft classes, Age Groups, Sexes and grades. Fastest first sets the best indexes in the
first batch, undo the tick for a reverse start.

Once you are ready select OK and you will be asked if you want to overwrite any existing batches.

Select Delete. This tab can be used at any stage prior to the race start to reset the batches if you need to do so.
The Batches will then show with start times for names. You can edit these individually, move paddlers around from
one batch to another by dragging, change start times etc.

All columns are sortable.
You can now export these batches to Excel for Printing by selecting the Export tab.
This Excel file can then be sorted or edited to suit what format or order you need.
You can also ADD a new batch manually and move paddlers into it or DELETE batches you may no longer require.

Once you are happy you are ready to time the race, closeup the laptop.
Now be present at the start to get a start time on your stopwatch or synchronise with the starter before you leave.
If the start time or intervals between the batches varies due to logistical issues at the start these can all be corrected
at a later stage, even after the race has been partially or completely finished so dont panic if something like this
occurs.

Timing the race.
Once you reach the finish line, reopen the App and if you already have any changes to either entries or batching
settings, do these now, using the same screens as above.
Then, once you are ready, Select the STOPWATCH icon.

The TIMING screen will then open, Select the Race in question from the Dropdown and the Leg you are dealing with.
Then synchronise the race clock with your stopwatch. Just remember to use Time-of-Day if you have the batches set
as Time-of-Day or Stopwatch time if you have used 00:00 as the Start Time. To do this, consult your stopwatch and
set the time in the timing clock a few seconds ahead and then hit the START tab when the stopwatch reaches the set
time.

The clock will start running and you are ready to start timing.
Timing is done by hitting the INS key and then typing in the BOAT NUMBER into the block provided.

If the number is less than five digits you will need to hit the enter key, if it is a 5 digit number the number will
capture automatically.
The system will then calculate the race time and overall position and show this in the Stack row.
So, Stack Position shows the finishing order, Leg Position shows the overall corrected race position taking batch start
times into consideration. Stack Time is the time the boat crossed the line, Leg Time is the corrected finish time for
that boat.
Boat Number shows the boat number as captured by the timer, Paddler #’s shows all paddler numbers for that boat.
The number entered into the system must just be one of the paddler numbers from the boat not necessarily the
front paddler number.
Any error messages will appear in the Problem with Result column. These may be any one of those shown in the
example below.

“has not entered this race” may mean exactly that, or the number may have been incorrectly captured or the boat
could have been incorrectly numbered.
“is not batched for this leg” means you have entered that boat for the race, but have failed to allocate a batch.
“This boat has already been timed in Position X as boat number xxxx” means either there are two boats with the
same number, or you have misread the number of one of them.
Part of the timekeeping process is to always have an assistant keep a handwritten record of each boat number in
finish order in a book for checking purposes. This can then also be used to manually time any finishers if the
computer system is down for any reason. So always keep the stopwatch running.

There are another group of controls that can be very useful during timing.

One is often asked if so-and-so has finished yet. Type his CSA No into BOAT # and hit SEARCH.If he has finished his
record alone will be in the main screen. If nothing comes up he has not finished. Hit VIEW ALL RESULTS to go back to
the main timing stack.
ADJUST TIMES allows you to manually alter a time if it is incorrect for whatever reason. Highlight the result line to be
adjusted and follow the instructions to add or subtract time or simply change either the Stack or Final Time.

INSERT TIME allows you to manually insert a result that might have been missed for whatever reason using the
manual backup. You enter the STACK TIME

DELETE RESULT speaks for itself and has a confirmation message to avoid accidents.
PRINT RESULTS also speaks for itself, this may be done at any stage during timing when you see a gap in the stream
of finishers. It produces a selection table with a huge number of possibilities available. Apart from the finer
selections which are your choice, for the whole overall result thus far just select OK. A little secondary message will
pop up. Again, just select OK.
If you only want the current Leg results – not often – put the LEG no into the top right block before hitting OK. The
resulting Leg result has a slightly different format and does not show indexes.

In both cases the result is an Excel spreadsheet which you can edit, sort as you like and print.
Some editing is always required for printing to optimise paper space.

REFRESH RESULTS CALCULATIONS updates the timing stack, correcting any batch changes, error messages resolved,
resorting the LEG POSITIONS etc.

Safety checks.
NONSTARTERS AND WITHDRAWALS
From the start pound checking officials make sure you receive the batch lists showing who was checked onto the
water at the start. During gaps in the timing check these lists for changes that may have not been given to you at the
start and process these – crew changes, batch changes etc. Then mark as withdrawn any nonstarters. This is done in
the Timing screen.
Boats reported withdrawn during the race are handled in the same way.

Select the WITHDRAW tab, type in the number of the boat and hit OK.
You will then see one of three messages

All good.

Means you have either typed the wrong number or the reported withdrawal is incorrectly reported and needs to be
checked.

This means either the boat was not checked in at the start or the withdrawal report is incorrect
If an error message in the Timing screen pops up saying a boat is WITHDRAWN even though it hasjustb completed
the race this usually means it was not checked in at the start and you have withdrawn it as a nonstarter. Need to be
checked to find out why there was no checkin.
To put it back into the race, go to the same WITHDRAWN tab, enter the number, untick the Withdraw? Block and hit
OK. The following message will appear and you can clear the error message on the timing screen by refreshing the
result.

NONFINISHERS
It is always vitally important to account for every boat that entered before reporting the race complete and leaving
the finish.
Once all the checks from the Start Lists and withdrawal notices are done and you are nearing the end of the field you
can start running the NONFINISHERS report which will give a list of boats unaccounted for.
Select the REPORTS tab for the main menu, and the NON-FINISHERS from the dropdown. Then select the correct
event and leg and hit UPDATE DATA – a list of non-finishers will then populate.

Then systematically set about finding out what has happened to these boats, withdrawing them as above as each
one is accounted for, until the list is blank.
Multi-Leg events
If your race has more than one leg, once the first leg is complete and all possible issues resolved you will need to
close the first leg before proceeding to set up the next leg. Don’t worry about any unresolved problems, just make
sure you have made a manual note about them all with times and positions etc in the manual backup book.
Select the CLOSE OFF LEG tab, and then the confirmation.

You will then have to deal with any unresolved error messages in the TMING SCREEN (make careful notes and delete
these result lines). You will also be asked if its OK to withdraw any untimed boats still outstanding. Again make notes
and the say OK.
Important. You will be able to go back and correct any errors by reopening the leg later.
Once you have closed the leg, start setting up the next leg as you did for the first day. Entries are complete so this
basically batching. This is almost always done taking the existing overall race time.
Often the second and any subsequent legs will use a period of elapsed time starts. Open the BATCHING tab as
before, select the RACE and LEG 2 and then AUTOBATCH as before. It is the just a matter of going through the setup
options as before. In the example below I have set the system to start MEN’s and WOMEN’s K2 Elapsed Time to run
concurrently for an hour – 6am – followed by mixed batches of 20 boats every 5 minutes thereafter. But any plan
within the limitations of the system are possible.

Once the batches are set you proceed to the TIMING screen and continue as for the first leg.

Prizegiving Template.
The system has available a Prizegiving Report section. It is very useful but has a few glitches you need to be aware of.
To operate it select the Trophy Icon.

Select the EVENT you are busy with. Then select the category you want.
Eg. MALE K1
Each template is completely independent and you will need a new one for each required category, also each ne one
overwrites the previous one, so you need to save each one after calculating it.
One important glitch is that if you run the calculation while timing the race it somehow switches off the EVENT in the
timing screen, so when you have run the calculation go back to the timing screen and immediately reselect the Event
and the Leg in order to be able to continue race timing. The results are not affected.
In the background the system has all the age-group rules in place so no corrections are necessary from this point of
view.
Eg. Any junior may win the U18 category, but still retains their own age-group standing. Any paddler may win the
Senior category while still retaining their own age-group win. All other age-groups are closed.
If you are not awarding prizes in the sub-categories you just leave the number of results for them at 0 and the
system will automatically combine the necessary results(say Master and SGM)
Another thing to note is that when calculating K2 podiums you need to select the MIXED DOUBLES as well as the
MEN as in terms of the rules Mixed Doubles are included in the MEN’S category for medals unless full MD medals
are offered across all age-groups.
The resulting Table can be saved in various formats and/or printed directly from the program.
In the example below we have the Fish K2 for men in a K2 year.

Saving as an Excel File.

The resulting Excel File

In the Master’s section you will see the inclusion of a MD in 3rd Place.

Final results and uploading back to http://canoesa.com
Once you have completed the timekeeping and resolved any outstanding problems the final results can be produced
and printed as before and distributed to wherever they need to go either in hard copy or electronically as Excel or
PDF files.
To load them onto http://canoesa.com select the UPLOAD tab.

The EXPORT CSA DATA block will open. Select the race in question from the dropdown, and then the ADD TO LIST
tab.
The race will then show in the main part of the block.
Then select the EXPORT tab.

This will create an UPLOAD file with a format like this - CSAUpload20200423_1139.zip -and ask you where you want
to save it. Save it wherever you want it. I usually leave it in DOWNLOADS.
A successfully exported message will then show at the bottom of the EXPORT CSA DATA block.

You can now close the timekeeping app and move back to the http://canoesa.com website.
Go back to the EVENTS tab, select the event in question and then the RACE in question. Then the IMPORT RESULTS
tab at the top.

Then browse for the UPLOAD file you created from the timekeeping app, select it and hit OPEN. The results will then
be loaded back onto the website. They will then be viewable under the VIEW RESULTS and will automatically be used
to update the CSA INDEXES and PROFICIENCY ratings of the paddlers that too part.
JOB DONE.

